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From 25 May to 8 June 2020, Nexter Munitions carried out two major test campaigns of the KATANA
ammunition in the S3MA wind tunnel at ONERA's Modane site. The 155mm KATANA technical team
successfully tested the guidance function and ballistic behavior of the ammunition in this wind tunnel
capable of covering speeds ranging from Mach 0.1 to 6.05. Despite the particular conditions imposed
by the Covid-19, the two campaigns took place in excellent conditions thanks to ONERA's
professionalism and excellent cooperation between the both teams.
The trials could not take place during the containment period. Nevertheless, ONERA's work on this
program did not stop there: test technicians, instrument technicians, wind tunnel fitters and
installation managers maintained dialogue with their customer and partner, Nexter. The projectile
demonstrator was mounted on a stinger line (equipped with a roll head) on the stinger-holder sector
of the wind tunnel.

The first campaign focused on the guided part of the flight, from the opening of the CAS (Control
Actuation System - set of control surfaces), a device enabling trajectory control, until target arrival
(see diagram). It made it possible to refine the digital models and test different ammunition
configurations throughout the planned flight range.

KATANA flight phases
The second part of the campaign in the Variable Mach Nozzle vein focused on the ballistic part of the
firing from the gun exit to the CAS opening. It obviously also made it possible to confirm the
numerical models, but also to check the constraints on the ammunition in these phases at very high
speed. This campaign is a major milestone in validating the in-flight stability of the ammunition over
the entire speed range. It was the last milestone before the first manned firings planned for this year.
Focus KATANA: a new-generation ammunition
The KATANA 155mm guided artillery ammunition is a priority program of the Nexter Group that
meets the needs of modern artillery and is compatible with all types of 155mm guns of the JBMoU
(Joint Ballistic Memorandum of Understanding) standard. By combining a very high-efficiency
warhead with decametric accuracy, KATANA can handle all types of targets and reduce the risk of
collateral damage, perfectly meeting the requirements for use in urban areas or asymmetric
contexts.

About Nexter

Nexter, the leading French land defense company and third European player in the ammunition sector
is part of the KNDS Group. The scope of its business includes as well the supply of weapon systems
and ammunition for air and naval forces. Nexter also provides systems and protection solutions in the
field of homeland security. The group continues to apply its international development policy with
69% of the order intake in 2019 intended for the export market. In France, Nexter is fully committed
to meeting the objectives of the SCORPION program, through the upgrade of the Leclerc tank and the
development of the VBMR Griffon and EBRC Jaguar vehicles within the temporary business venture
between Nexter, Thales and Arquus, as well as the Lightweight VBMR. Nexter's 2019 turnover
amounted to €1,1 billion, of which 16% is allocated to Research and Development activities. The
group's range of products also includes TITUS® and VBCI armored vehicles, CAESAR® and 105LG1
artillery systems, smart ammunition (BONUS), robots, many equipment, as well as customer service,
support and revaluation. More information on www.nexter-group.fr
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About the ONERA :
ONERA is the French national laboratory for aeronautics and space R&T, staffed by 2000 people.
Under the supervision of the French Ministry of Armed Forces, ONERA has an annual budget of 237
million euros, of which more than half comes from commercial contracts. As the French expert in
aerospace technologies, ONERA prepares tomorrow's defenses, meets the aerospace challenges of
the future, and contributes to the competitiveness of the European aerospace industry. ONERA
masters all the disciplines and technologies in its aerospace fields.
All major civil and military aerospace programs in France and Europe contain "DNA" from ONERA:
Ariane, Airbus, Falcon, Rafale, missiles, helicopters, engines, radars, etc.
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